
TONY CONRAD
 COMPLETELY IN THE PRESENT

A film about the pioneering life and works of the 
legendary artist, musician, and educator.



“Tony Conrad has slowly been emerging from avant-gardist obscurity over 
the past few years, and about time. His multifold career – as experimental 
film and video-maker, composer, musician and sound artist – still looks 
radical and prescient a half-century after it began.”

– The New York Times

Sometimes referred to as the Bill Murray of 
the Avant Garde, Tony Conrad is one the great 
American artists of our time, yet to the world 
at large he remains virtually unknown. Since 
the early 1960s, Conrad’s films and musical 
compositions have been the stuff of legend.

Conrad was an early member of the Velvet 
Underground; he toured with Sonic Youth in the 
’90s; collaborated with contemporary artists 
such as Tony Oursler and Mike Kelley; and has 
spent decades re-wiring generations of young 
minds as a professor and media personality 
in Buffalo, New York. His vast conceptual 

multimedia repertoire has challenged the 
very foundations of art, film and music and 
questioned entire belief systems.

This definitive film will place Tony Conrad’s fifty 
years of influence at the forefront and explore 
his profound impact on generations of artists.  
Combining intimate footage of Tony and his 
collaborators shot over the last twenty years, 
his own archive of recordings and films, and 
interviews with fans and colleagues, the film 
will reveal not only a playful approach to life 
and art making but one that is motivated by a 
deep sense of powerful, political radicalism. 



FILMS

In 1966, trying to get to the 
absolute essence of cinema, Tony 
released “The Flicker,” a film 
composed solely of an intricate 
pattern of black and white 
frames. It induced hallucinations 
and occasionally seizures and 
immediately caused a sensation 
(in every sense of the word) at its 
premiere at the New York Film 
Festival. It was renowned for being 
a film devoid of any content that 
triggered images in the viewer’s 
mind, letting the audience create 
their own movie. No two people 
have ever experienced the same 
film.

During the 1960’s Tony shared an 
apartment on Ludlow Street on 
New York City’s Lower East Side 
with filmmaker Jack Smith and 
musician John Cale. The films, art, 
music and “field recordings” that 
came out of that period are still 
being discussed and have become 
an important part of contemporary 
art history.

Tony appeared in and created 
the soundtrack for roommate 
Jack Smith’s monument of queer 
cinema. Although heralded as a 
breakthrough by some, the film 
was considered scandalous for 
its full frontal nudity and was 
subsequently banned.

The Flicker script
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YELLOW MOVIES

PICKLED FILM

PARACINEMA

With help from his students at Antioch College, Tony designed a 
film that would photograph, develop and project itself only to be 
photographed – again  – all without stopping. 

Tony set out to make the longest 
movies ever and devised a series 
of films whereby common house 
paint on simple paper would slowly 
yellow over the course of decades. 
Debates ensued about whether 
they were paintings or movies. Tony 
insisted they were both. They are 
still running.

FILM FEEDBACK

Obsessed with ideas of domesticity Tony began a series of works wherein 
he simmered, stewed and “pickled” film -- pushing the medium beyond 
its imagistic limitations.

Film Feedback



THEATRE OF ETERNAL MUSIC

MUSIC

In the mid-60s Tony was an original 
member of The Primitives along with 
Lou Reed and John Cale, who would 
go on to found the Velvet Underground 
in Tony’s apartment. Tony gave them 
the paperback book that would 
become their namesake.

VELVET 
UNDERGROUND

THEATRE OF ETERNAL MUSIC
Tony’s interest in drone music began when he joined La Monte Young’s 
ensemble where he met and befriended John Cale. They rehearsed for hours 
every day, entering a near trance state. Tony and La Monte maintain a feud to 
this day as to who retains authorship of their collaborative works.



SLAPPING 
PYTHAGORAS

EARLY MINIMALISM
The imposing boxed set of forty year old 
compositions was released in 1997 and 
established Tony, once and for all, as a world 
class composer and performer and influenced 
a generation of young musicians.

In 1995 Tony partnered with Jim O’Rourke (Wilco, 
Sonic Youth) and Steve Albini (Nirvana, PJ Harvey) to 
record a new album that would tackle the tyranny 
of the teachings of Pythagoras and the dominance 
of the Western octave. He insisted on tuning all the 
instruments to the hum of a broken amplifier.



VIDEO

Seeing an untapped potential in 
broadcasting, Tony took over the 
Buffalo Public Access television 
station to host a call in talk show 
for local students who needed 
help with their homework. It made 
a huge impact on the community.

HOMEWORK 
HELPLINE

Utilizing a small crew Tony 
interviewed average citizens on 
the steps of Buffalo City Hall 
asking them to talk about anything 
they desired. Their responses 
were anything but average. Tony 
inadvertently became a local 
celebrity.

STUDIO OF  
THE STREETS

During his tenure as a 
professor of Media at SUNY 
Buffalo, Tony made dozens 
of subversive and hilarious, 
experimental videos – 
usually featuring himself.



GRADING TIPS  
FOR TEACHERS SCANTY CLAUS

ARMY and 
JAIL MOVIES
In the 1980s Tony partnered 
with young artists Tony 
Oursler and Mike Kelley to 
make a set of films that 
skewered power structures 
and authority.

CONVERSATION

MORE VIDEO



DIRECTOR’S 
STATEMENT
In the Spring of 1994 I left art school 
to follow a touring rogues’ gallery of 
musicians who were challenging whole 
concepts of what music was and what 
it meant. I was filming when Tony 
Conrad played one of his first public 
shows as a violin soloist and have been 
filming since. He is a multidimensional 
subject whose work has occupied 
nearly my entire adult life. He has been 
inspiring and challenging, inclusive and 
elusive. Not only is his sabre rattling 
at the foundations of Western culture 
invigorating, it is also just, and has 
deeply resonated with my ideas of the 
role of art in society. I am drawn to 
difficult and obscure subjects: the ones 
that are hard to describe and harder 
to quantify; the ones the world would 
embrace if only they knew, if only they 
saw. Tony has kept me on my toes and 
guessing for 20 years. Every time I work 
with him, whole new facets are revealed.  
His spirit is vast and truly unknowable, 
but I’m holding on tight to get as close to 
the sun as possible.

–TYLER HUBBY

TONY CONRAD
COMPLETELY IN THE PRESENT



TYLER HUBBY

PAUL WILLIAMS

CHRISTINE BEEBE

FORTUNATO PROCOPIO

Making his feature directing debut, Tyler Hubby has edited over 30 documentaries 
including The Devil and Daniel Johnston, a picaresque biography of mentally ill artist/
musician Daniel Johnston; Participant Media’s The Great Invisible, which won the Grand 
Jury Prize at SXSW 2014; Drafthouse Films’ The Final Member, about the Icelandic 
Phallological Museum’s quest for a human specimen; the HBO documentary A Small 
Act; For My Country, the Peabody Award winning television special about Latinos in the 
US military; and Double Take, Belgian artist Johan Grimonprez’s metaphysical essay on 
the murder of Alfred Hitchcock by his own double. 

Tyler edited and co-produced Lost Angels about the denizens of Los Angeles’ Skid Row 
and the new punk rock documentary Bad Brains: Band in DC. He served as an additional 
editor on the Oscar nominated The Garden and HBO’s Roman Polanski: Wanted and 
Desired. He is a graduate of the San Francisco Art Institute where he studied film 
and photography.  His subversive and irreverent short films detailing fetishism, co-
dependency and bodily mutations have screened internationally and are featured in the 
book Cinema Contra Cinema by British author Jack Sargeant.

With 20 of years experience in the business & financing of the arts and film, Paul 
is an innovator with interests in new approaches to art, music & film making. With 
actor-auteur Crispin Glover, he produced vaudeville-like-distribution tours and was 
instrumental in the early planning for the setting up of a boutique film studio in the 
Czech Republic. He works with creative media for social change specialists Threshold 
Studios, and London-based analog film experts no.w.here, independent label Fire 
Records and the artist STANZA. Paul is presently completing a film about a legendary 
folk singer, The Ballad of Shirley Collins.

Christine Beebe produced her first documentary film, F*CK, while earning her Masters 
Degree in Film Directing at CalArts. The film was a festival favorite (AFI, SxSW) and 
was distributed by ThinkFILM. Her second documentary, FELIX AUSTRIA! premiered at 
HotDocs in 2013, followed by Once I Was: the Hal Ashby Story that she is producing in 
conjunction with Tony Conrad: Completely in the Present. Outside of making docs, she is 
a film teacher and a producer of digital content. She currently has multiple shows airing 
for WIRED and MTV. 

Fortunato Procopio has enjoyed an extended collaboration with Saturday Night Live 
director Jim Signorelli shooting many of the satiric short films that have prominently 
aired as part of the SNL broadcasts. Throughout his career, he has worked extensively in 
Mexico, Italy, England, France, Portugal, and Japan shooting many high profile television 
commercials with directors such as Marcus Nispel and Alejandro González Iñárritu.
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